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CCD-NL
Story 

We foster cultural
exchange and preserve
cultural heritage.

Center for Culture and Development

Netherlands (CCD-NL) aims at fostering cultural

exchange and preserving cultural heritage. Most

recently we have been working on 3 projects:

 Ikat platform, Kurume Kasuri Project, and

European Solidarity Project. 

Over the past few years, we have been

organizing events and workshops for artisans

and designers from both Asia and the West to

connect, share experiences and trade their

work.  

We have been working with the weavers from

Indonesia that manufacture this beautiful,

colorful traditional fabric called Ikat. Our

weavers reside in the province of East Nusa

Tenggara (Indonesian: Nusa Tenggara Timur –

NTT), and we are working closely with them,

supporting the local community.

Another direction of our work is dedicated to

Kasuri. Kasuri is a Japanese expression for fabric

that is known for its indigo blue and white

patterns. It first originated in Kurume, Fukuoka.

`the technique used for Kasuri is also called

Ikat-technique for their similarity of binding

process. The produced fabric is then used to

make different types of Japanese clothing such

as Kimonos. 

Unfortunately, traditional weaving techniques

are becoming less and less practiced. Artisans

are struggling to keep their tradition alive due

to mass production and abundance of these

goods on local and international markets. That

is why we as an organization, supporting

artisans and bringing authenticity and

sustainability back in fashion.
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WHY AN ONLINE
PLATFORM?

Since its establishment in 2017, CCD-NL has

been a place where cultures could meet. 

Current situation of crisis hit artisans very hard,

as they are struggling more than ever to live off

their craft. It endangers not only the traditions,

but also the well-being of entire communities.

Now, in response to global developments, we

see the need of an online space where artisans,

designers and general public of different

countries could connect and learn from each

other.

01 EMPOWERING ARTISANS

The goal to educate traditional artisans on how to combine technology with arts

and crafts promote their products.
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02 A NEW MARKET FOR ARTISANS

The platform is meant to introduce the general public with the beauty of authentic

and sustainable production of traditional fabric. Exposure that we will provide

online will help create new demand and possibly new market of craft.

03 FOSTERING INNOVATIONS

:We encourage experimentation with different techniques, patterns, motives and

materials to make the tradition relevant for modern times

04 CULTURE BEHIND THE CRAFT AND BEYOND THE
BORDER
 

we aim at bringing heritage back to life, and bringing people back to what is true

and real in life, their roots and heritage. On the online platform, cultural exchange

can happen on an entirely new level, crossing borders and reaching hearts.



How is it going to work?

The pilot platform will be launched as a

part of the CCD-NL website. We will use

our online space to continue our work,

and organize online events, host

workshops and webinars led by artisans

and designers.
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THE TIMELINE FOR THE PILOT PROJECT IS AS FOLLOWS:

Preparation, platform development and design, selecting artisans and

designers

Recording workshops lead by Indonesian artisans and Dutch designers 

Editing and production (videos), social media campaigns 

Official first launch: 02.07.2020

Term 1: 29 June - 30 September 2020

Launching regular online workshops, webinars, lectures, etc.

Evaluating the project in collaboration withthe involved participants.

Term 2: 1 October - 30 December 2020

After the pilot is successful, the goals will be to grow the platform’s online

community, and launch and host a web shop of original handmade goods,

with 100% of profit going directly to artisans and designers.

Further steps:



Selected Indonesian and Japanese

artisans: invited to lead workshops,

lectures, and share their insights on

traditional artistry.

Dutch Designers: invited to do

research and apply ikat

techniques/motives in their design

practice, and lead workshops.

Art professionals and students

General public

·      

Who will 
participate?
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What do we need money
for?

As a non-profit organization, CCD-NL relies

on public and private donations. The pilot

online platform is a new project that

requires additional funding to be realized.

Specifically, the money will be used to

cover material, research, documentation

and presentation costs, and, most

importantly, to provide financial

reimbursement to artisans

and designers in exchange for their time

and contribution to the project.
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